
2. Seizing the Day

Nobody would doubt that we live in a world that is moving very quickly. Information and 
technology have developed by leaps and bounds in the last 100 years or so. I know that in my 
own (young) life I feel that time is going by more and more quickly.

There is, however, within all of us a God-given desire to have significance – to leave an 
impact and a legacy on this world during our relatively short time here. But, what does that 
mean? Is there practical advice on how to “carpe diem?” What can one do to make the most of 
one’s time?

Mike Hulstrom, who runs security and teaches on KAPL here at Applegate Christian 
Fellowship draws from Jesus’ words to one of the seven churches in the Book of Revelation to 
give us insight into how to seize the opportunities we have and how to find true, lasting 
significance.
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Mike takes the time to point out that when Jesus was talking to the seven churches in 
chapters 2 and 3, He was talking to them before those believers were in Heaven. Which means 
He’s addressing real-life issues that we all face.

Walking with Jesus, having a relationship with Him...these are the two foundational keys 
to living a life with purpose, on purpose. Jesus has set before us an open door. Mike makes the 
point that that’s Heaven. I agree with him. Also, Jesus gives those of us who know Him open 
doors constantly throughout our lives to join Him in this crazy adventure called life. He will 
invite us to follow Him in faith on adventures, and to leave a legacy that will not only satisfy our 
need to be significant, but will (even more importantly) be a legacy of loving and blessings 
others – for that is truly what life is all about.

So, take the open door(s) that Jesus has set before you today, and get out there and love 
somebody!


